If T is a bounded operator from Lp to itself for all p with 1 <p < «>, then T is a bounded operator from X into itself.
In other words, we seek conditions under which X will be intermediate between Lp and Lq for some p, q satisfying l<p<q< **> where p, and q depend on X.
Rearrangement invariant spaces. Let (2, 5, n) be a totally cr-finite measure space, and let 3TC(2), (P(2) denote respectively the class of measurable, and nonnegative measurable functions on 2. Given /£911(2), let /* be the nonincreasing rearrangement of / onto R+ = [0, oo). That is,/* is the nonincreasing, left-continuous function on R+ such that, if m is Lebesgue measure on R+, for all y>0, m{tER+:f*(t) >y} = n{x E 2: |/(*)| >y}. for all u, v, u"E<y(P+), all measurable sets E with m(E) < oo, characteristic function xe, and all constants a^O.
( We define the group of operators E, with 2D(£.) =9H(i?+) by
Let the norm of E, as a mapping from X(R+) into itself be denoted < oo, then T is of weak type p and q; so (3) holds for all /£A(£) +A(q). We assume that ap < 1, and /3g > 1, and show that this implies that PPE [X(R+) ], QqE [X(R+) ] and also that X(2) CMp) +Afa).
h(s) =h(s; X). It is immediate that h(\) = 1 and h(st) ^h(s)h(t)
For, if ap<\, we can choose e>Oso that a + e<l/p, and then I s<-1'^-lh(s)ds ^ I 5-a-«-1+(1/^j < oo.
• Similarly, /3g> 1 implies <2"G [X(R+)]. If /G-X"(S), then /*G^(P+), so that (PP/*)(0<» a.e., and Corollary 2 complements an analogous result of Ryan which corresponds to the case /i(2) < 00 (see [7] ).
The proof of Theorem 1 shows that the hypotheses need only be that T is of weak types p and q for the conclusion to be valid.
